SJSU Majors Requiring Calculus (STEM)

Aerospace Engineering BS
Applied Math/Applied & Computational Mathematics BS
Applied Math BS (all concentrations)
Aviation BS
Ecology and Evolution BS
Marine Biology BS
Biological Science BS (all concentrations)
Biomedical Engineering BS
Business Administration BS (all concentrations)
Chemical Engineering BS
Chemistry BA/BS (all concentrations)
Civil Engineering BS
Computer Engineering BS
Computer Science BS
Earth Science BA
Economics BS
Electrical Engineering BS
Forensic Science BS (all concentrations)
General Engineering BS
Geology BS
Industrial & Systems Engineering BS
Industrial Technology BS (all concentrations)
Materials Engineering BS
Mathematics (Teach Prep-Integrated) BA
Mathematics BA
Mechanical Engineering BS
Meteorology BS (all concentrations)
Packaging BS
Physics (Teach Prep-Sngl) BA
Physics BA/BS
Software Engineering BS